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Growth outlook



Inflation outlook



Energy-related support measures adopted by 
Member States could amount to



The cost of mitigating high energy prices



The RRF continues to support economies

Absorption of RRF grants set to 

increase over the forecast 

horizon. 

For the EU, absorption of RRF 

grants set to increase to 0.3% of 

GDP in 2022 (from 0.2% in 2021) 

and to 0.5% in 2023.



REPowerEU plan and RRF

REPowerEU package:

Joint European action for more 

affordable, secure and sustainable energy

RRF

Addendum to top-

up existing RRPs 

with 

the REPowerEU

chapter

Diversify energy imports
• Setting up of EU’s Energy 

Purchase Platform;

• Joint and coordinated 

purchases on behalf of 

participating Member States;

Accelerate permitting
• Measures to accelerate and 

simplify permitting 

procedures;

Save energy
• Measures on energy saving 

for transport, industry and 

private households;

Speed up green transition
• Measures to boost 

renewables;

• Up- and re-skilling of 

workforce needed for green 

transition;
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Why the RRF as a delivery tool?

- The RRF is fit for

purpose: agile instrument

to address challenges in a

wide range of policy areas

over short/medium-term

horizon;

- Reforms: RRF combines

investments and reforms to

maximise the impact;

- Performance-based nature:

an established system of

milestones and targets creates

a strong ownership;

- Quick disbursements with

scrutiny: payments delivered

fast while maintaining a high

level of scrutiny under

the monitoring framework;

- New sources of grants: ETS

revenues and new transfer

possibilities;

- Significant amount of loans are

still available;

- Dialogue with Member States:

well-established channels of

communication with RRP

coordination teams in Member

States;
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How will the RRF help deliver on REPower EU objectives?

Commission proposal on 

REPowerEU chapters in RRPs

Guidance on RRPs in the context 

of REPowerEU

• Instruction on the preparation and the contents

of the REPowerEU chapter;

• Specification of the information to be submitted

on the reasons, objectives and the nature of the 

changes to RRPs;

Explanation of the legal grounds for modification of 

adopted RRPs;
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• Introduces the obligation to provide a

REPowerEU chapter when submitting a

RRP;

• Plan modifications: existing RRP as a

starting point + the REPowerEU chapter

as an addendum
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How will REPowerEU be financed?

EUR 72

billion
Additional grant 

possibilities 

under the RRF

EUR 225

billion
Available under the 

RRF loan envelope

The Commission proposes to allow

transferring to the RRF:

• An increased (up to 12,5%) part of the

allocation from funds governed by the

Common Provision Regulation;

• Up to 12,5% of the allocation under

the European Agricultural Fund for Rural

Development;

• EUR 20 billions of the revenues from

auctioning Emission Trading System

allowances held in the Market Stability

Reserve.

Member States shall communicate their 

intention to take up loans to allow for a 

distribution of the remaining funds.

The Commission proposes to amend not only 

the RRF Regulation, but also

the legal acts corresponding to these

new financing sources.



• Enshrined in RRF Regulation (Art. 34) and Financing Agreement (Art. 10):

• Strategy

• EU emblem

• Single web space

• Acknowledge origin and ensure visibility of Union funding

Visibility requirements



• Q&A repository

• Recovery and Resilience Scoreboard 

• Interactive map of RRF measures

• Social media

New tools



Recovery and Resilience Scoreboard





Social media



Presentation from colleagues



Questions and answers



Thank you very much.


